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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.
The concept of “fiscal space” is still an evolving term, and there are different definitions that give emphasis to
different aspects of the resource mobilisation issue. A generic definition that we use for this paper is: “Fiscal space is the
financing that is available to government as a result of concrete policy actions for enhancing resource mobilization, and the
reforms necessary to secure the enabling governance, institutional and economic environment for these policy actions to be
effective, for a specified set of development objectives.”
2.
Analytical frameworks currently used to assess the sustainability and solvency of a fiscal expansion are of limited
relevance to assess the developmental (as opposed to fiduciary) implications of increasing fiscal space for a specific set of
development objectives – such as the Millennium Development Goals.
3.
A strong case exists for a wide array of setting-specific public interventions that can positively impact growth and
human development through several channels. This can stimulate growth directly –through the provision of physical capital and indirectly, through its impact on human capital. It can also foster human development, both directly and through the
‘trickle down’ effect.
4.
Long-term fiscal sustainability requires maintaining long-term fiduciary sustainability and minimizing the reliance
on volatile and exogenous sources of external finance such as bilateral aid, concessional and non-concessional foreign
borrowing.
5.
The fiscal space diamond provides a framework to assess fiscal space at the national level. It maps out how (a)
external grants in the form of aid or debt relief, (b) domestic revenue mobilization through improved tax administration or tax
policy reforms, (c) deficit financing through domestic and external borrowing and (d) expenditures switching and raising
efficiency of expenditures can finance long-term national development strategies.
6.
The endogeneity of investment is critical to the design of long-term fiscal policy. In the short run the different
instruments used to create fiscal space do not depend on the object of their spending to assess whether they are sustainable. A
second important difference is that different development situations will require different kinds of spending to secure the
MDG objective. For both these reasons, it is operationally important to ask the question: fiscal space for what?
7.
The challenges for achieving sustainable development across different income groups of developing countries differ
significantly. The role of fiscal policy and the instruments for enhancing fiscal space needs to respond to two significantly
different socioeconomic situations.
8.
The first situation (scenario 1), prevalent in most developed countries, and in many upper middle income countries
is one in which the achievement of internationally agreed development goals involves two objectives for fiscal policy: (1)
managing the downsides caused by structural shocks; (2) addressing poverty and other development objectives that enhance
economic welfare principally by enhancing the inclusivity of the development process by increasing access of the relatively
poorer sections of the population to key public goods.
9.
In this context, expenditure switching and efficiency policy reforms represent a powerful instrument to enhance
fiscal space to achieve the MDGs. The potential for additional fiscal space is correlated to the development of the country for
three related reasons: (1) the scope for expenditure switching is determined by the size of the public sector, which is
correlated to the output of the country; (2) productive inefficiency can be addressed through long-term capacity development
programs that limit low income countries’ ability to secure fiscal space through active expenditure switching policy over the
short-run and (3) addressing political economy constraints to reforms is critical to improve income distribution that often
represents a binding constraint to sustainable development in middle-income countries.
10.
In addition detailed country assessments of tax performance and incidence will need to identify policy reforms that
will enhance government revenue. Countercyclical fiscal policy mechanisms to protect the poor and vulnerable groups of the
population also need to be strengthened to reduce countries vulnerability to shocks.
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11.
The second situation (scenario 2), prevalent in most low income countries is one in which the objective of fiscal
policy is to finance a sustained magnitudinally significant and permanent in crease in public investment to support economic
growth and deliver the basic necessities to secure a positive achieve human development.
12.
In the short run countries embarking on such a development transformation will immediately face a number of
challenges. Chief among these is the volatility and unpredictability of future aid flows.
13.
Moving to a fiscal framework that is development-centered from one that is grounded in a purely fiduciary logic
raises several analytical issues. The most important is what we term the “fiscal space conjecture”, which explains why there
continues to be a tension between the need to secure fiduciary and developmental outcomes.
14.
There have been very few systematic attempts to calculate the development payback of a scaled up public
investment programme. This is so not because such a payback is difficult to calculate, but due to a paradigmatic dogmatism
that views the role of fiscal policy and public finance as being essentially prudential.
15.
In this context, designing an exit strategy from aid is necessary to define a sustainable fiscal strategy over the longterm. Yet it is ultimately the impact of an ODA led strategy on the domestic capital accumulation process that will determine
the success of MDG based national development strategies.
16.
We are not arguing that such a transition will happen within the same horizon as that in which the development
transformation is sought to be secured – many countries that make significant progress towards the MDGs by 2015 will
continue to require ODA to finance both capital and current expenditures to sustain their achievements. However, fiscal
stability would require a quantification of the extent to which (and the time frame in which) consumption expenditures would
be increasingly financed through domestic revenues while investment needs would be increasingly met through a
combination of (mainly) domestic and (possibly some) international borrowing.
17.
A dynamic approach to savings and investment provides a powerful understanding of the accumulation process
underpinning economic growth and has major implications for economic policy making in low-income countries. The
projected savings/GDP ratio is an important indicator of the sustainability of an aid financed development strategy.
18.
The national planning process also needs to specify which investments require scaled up public financing so as to
enable an appropriate calculation of the development payback. A ‘needs assessment’ exercise helps specify such
investments.
19.
A fiscal rule that recognizes the distinction between current and capital expenditure line items in the budget will
ensure that fiscal restraint does not discourage growth in the aggregate public capital stock. While some allowances may be
made for negative current deficits during a development transformation, with external grant financing making up the
shortfall, the long-term fiscal framework must plan for all such expenditures to be financed entirely out of current revenues.
This is a non negotiable requirement for a prudent long-term fiscal policy.
20.
Our proposals are not by any means less fiscally disciplinary than those currently in use. They are of course very
different and more suited to long-term fiscal targeting. A hard current budget deficit rule imposes real limits on runaway
government spending and a savings indicator imposes a stringent policy requirement – that either the economy grow
sufficiently fast in the long-term to allow the development payback to replace aid-financed scaling up, or the economy
reverse course with lower levels of private absorption to pay for the scaling up in public good provisioning substituting for
aid.
21.
A collaborative effort involving Bretton Woods Institutions expertise on fiduciary instruments and the UN system
expertise in demonstrating the long term human development payback from well-designed public investment programmes, in
equal partnership with other development partners and developing country grouping is therefore a matter of pressing urgency.
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This paper proposes an analytical framework and policy instruments to secure fiscal space for financing
a national development strategy. Our central premise is that the sustainability of policies to create fiscal
space is a function of what the fiscal space is used for. This in turn depends on the central economic
policy challenges and the attendant interventions that need to be financed to secure these challenges. The
balance of emphasis placed on the stabilization, allocation and distribution and growth functions of
fiscal policy would differ according to the timeframe of the analytical framework and the political
economy context within which the interventions are operationalized. Finally the indicators used to assess
fiscal solvency and sustainability will be very different if the assessment is carried out on a long-term, as
opposed to short-term analytical context.
The first section of the paper provides an analytical framework for assessing fiscal space at the national
level. It introduces the fiscal space diamond as a diagnostic tool for mapping the different fiscal
instruments to secure fiscal space for the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Section two argues
that the role of fiscal policy and the instruments for enhancing fiscal space depend on country specific
challenges to achieve sustainable human development. It distinguishes between countries where
managing the adverse effects of shocks and fostering a more inclusive growth is the central policy
challenge from countries where a significant scaling up of public expenditures involving a significant
and permanent increase in the ratio of government spending to GDP is required. In section three, we
argue that expenditure switching, efficiency enhancing policy reforms and the development of
countercyclical mechanisms represent the most effective instruments to address the challenges of
financing development in many middle-income countries. Section four presents the main fiscal
challenges for ensuring the sustainability of a scaling up of public investment and provides
recommendations for designing a long-term exit strategy from aid.
1. A Framework for Assessing Fiscal Space
1.1 Definitions and Uses of Fiscal Space
Existing models estimating the cost of achieving the MDGs stress the magnitude of the financial gap for
attaining the goals, which has given rise to concerns over the most appropriate instruments for
enhancing “fiscal space” for the MDGs. The term ‘fiscal space’ is still in definitional evolution, and
there are different definitions that give emphasis to different aspects of resource mobilization policy.
The Interim Report on Fiscal Policy for Growth and Development to the Development Committee of the
joint World Bank –IMF Board on Fiscal Policy and Growth (henceforth Development Committee, 2006)
defined fiscal space as “the gap between the current level of expenditure and the maximum level of
expenditures a government can undertake without impairing its solvency”. Peter Heller (2005), then
Deputy Director of the IMF Fiscal Affairs Department defined fiscal space as “the availability of
budgetary room that allows a government to provide resources for a desired purpose without any
prejudice to the sustainability of a government’s financial position” (page 3).
Both definitions conceptualize fiscal space in residual terms (‘room’ or ‘gap’). In contrast, Roy and
Heuty (2005) define fiscal space as “concrete policy actions for enhancing domestic resource
mobilization, and the reforms necessary to secure the enabling governance, institutional and economic
environment for these policy actions to be effective”. The focus on domestic resource mobilization in
this definition underscores the fact that ultimately the sustainability and solvency of an economy
depends on (a) the extent to which domestic financing mechanisms are able to support public
expenditures and (b) the fact that the mobilization of fiscal space in a sustainable manner is a function of
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the political economy context within which fiscal space is secured – hence the emphasis on the set of
feasible policy actions on the one hand and the prevailing political and economic environment on the
other.3 These political economy factors – and the argument that ultimately domestic resources must pay
for public expenditures even if these are, temporarily, financed by grants or foreign concessional finance
– are both most relevant in the long-term4 rather than the short-term. In other words, while the Heller
(2005) and Development Committee (2006) definitions are primarily concerned with the short-term
consequences (and mainly the potential adverse effects) of an increase in public expenditure, Roy and
Heuty (2005) seek to evaluate how concrete policy actions may support trend-changes in the potential
for domestic resource mobilization for pro-poor public investment.
This difference in emphasis thus arises because policy concerns differ. The Development Committee
(2006) definition of fiscal space is concerned with raising incremental resources for development.
Clearly this is not an adequate basis on which to assess the availability of fiscal space for low and
middle-income countries engaged in major development transformations aimed at securing long-term
human development and economic growth. This latter focus is at the heart of the Monterrey Consensus
and the MDG financing debate. In this context, giving overriding importance to short-term fiscal
stability (measured through annual fiscal balance) and solvency (measured through the ratio of debt to
GDP) tend to underestimate the long-term real impact of spending on these development objectives. As
Goldsbrough (2007) points out, IMF programmes “the longer-term supply-side effects of higher public
spending are, with some commendable recent exceptions, largely ignored in many macroeconomic
frameworks”. This concern motivated the Development Committee to task the Staffs of the IMF and the
World Bank to produce a paper on fiscal policy in the first place. The Staffs in their report recognized
the central role of fiscal policy in financing the provision of public goods needed to achieve the MDGs
within a longer time horizon and declared that their intent was to focus on “on how fiscal policy could
be adapted to strengthen its role with respect to growth and the achievement of the MDGs”
(Development Committee, 2006, page i). But the definition they used was, in our judgment, inadequate
for the purpose, causing the analysis to fall short of providing a way forward on the financing problem
central to the Monterrey Consensus.
A more generic definition that we use for this paper is therefore:
“Fiscal space is the financing that is available to government as a result of concrete policy actions for
enhancing resource mobilization, and the reforms necessary to secure the enabling governance,
institutional and economic environment for these policy actions to be effective, for a specified set of
development objectives.”
In what follows we will argue that the analytical frameworks currently used to assess the sustainability
and solvency of a fiscal expansion are of limited relevance to measure the developmental (as opposed to
fiduciary)5 implications of increasing fiscal space for a specific set of development objectives that
require governments to find fiscal space in the first place – such as the MDGs. For example in the
3

The same paper we provides an important example of this endogeneity --‘savings realization failures’ – i.e.,
macroeconomic, social and political factors inhibiting the channelling of savings for private and public investment.
4
The short-term refers to the budget cycle and existing 2-3 year development frameworks such as the Poverty Reduction
Strategy Papers (PRSPs). The long-term refers to the period within which a development transformation (embedded in a set
of development targets) can occur. While the development transformation can take place over a defined time horizon
(typically 10 to 20 years) the long-term fiscal framework goes beyond the timeframe required for such change to happen.
5
These terms are defined in section 4.
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Development Committee Report (2006) an expansion of public expenditures is only desirable when it
does not compromise “macroeconomic stability”, which is further referred to as “short-term
macroeconomic stability” (page 19). Thus, the short term continues to act as a binding constraint on the
long-term. This framework allows for fiscal expansion only in situations where solvency is improved
and macroeconomic stability is sustained. Even if fiscal space exists (i.e. public expenditure improves
solvency), the Report deems fiscal expansion undesirable if it compromises short-term macroeconomic
stability. The positive endogenous effects of the outcomes of additional public investment on solvency
and stability are ignored. For instance, using fiscal space for increasing military spending will have a
significantly different impact from investing in rural roads in the long run, but the standard analytical
framework cannot distinguish between the fiduciary outcomes (not to mention developmental outcomes)
of these very different spending decisions.
If fiscal policy should better incorporate long-term growth objectives, it is hard to see why the shortterm macroeconomic impact of public expenditures is the major determining factor and thus a binding
constraint in deciding on their appropriateness. Recent research establishes that the long-run macrostability implications of a scaling up in public spending are rather different from those that emerge in a
short run analysis (Gupta, Powell and Yang, 2006; Bruno and Easterly, 1998).
A dynamic approach to fiscal space requires a better understanding of the long-term effects of fiscal
expansion on economic growth and human development. The debate on scaling up of public investment
focuses on whether investment in infrastructure (IMF, 2004; Suescún, 2005) has a significant positive
impact on growth. Further, does the magnitude (inter-temporally) of the impact allow for debt- financed
investments in infrastructure greater than that admissible under fiscal rules that impose an overall ceiling
on the fiscal deficit and debt/GDP ratios? On this count, the debate is inconclusive. IMF (2004) reviews
over 40 studies on the subject, spanning a variety of methodologies and country groups. The review
highlights the fact that there is inconclusive evidence of a significant positive causal link between public
investment levels and rates of economic growth over time and across countries. This inconclusivity is
largely explained by technical limitations, such as data constraints - especially in the sub-Saharan
African context -, methodological challenges and econometric limitations. For instance, there is a wellknown concern that the right hand-side variables of models designed to capture the impact of a set of
factors – including the ratio of infrastructure investment to GDP - on growth are not independent or
exogenous (Klitgaard, 2004).
This inconclusivity notwithstanding, the renewed interest in public investment within the development
community and on part of developing country governments has stemmed from the growing importance
of the MDG-agenda. In this respect, the IMF itself acknowledges that MDG-related investment gaps
“may adversely affect the growth potential of the affected countries, and limit targeted improvements in
social indicators” (IMF, 2004, page 3). There is a consensus in the literature and among development
practitioners on the positive effect of infrastructure investment on productivity and output in different
regional and sectoral settings (Estache, 2006; Leipziger et al., 2003). One of the most interesting
features of the recent research has indeed been the refinement of the analysis of the channels through and conditions under which - output is most responsive to such investments or to the lack thereof.
The ‘poverty trap’ (Sachs et al., 2004) and ‘bottlenecks’ (Willoughby, 2004) theories support the idea
that investments in infrastructure yield substantial returns respectively in low-income (especially those
slowly starting to move out of stagnation) and middle-income (in particular those that had been growing
fast) countries (Willoughby, 2004). Additionally, there is strong evidence of the positive impact of
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investment in transportation and communication (and of rural roads in particular) and agricultural R&D,
as well as in electricity (Fan et al., 2002; Klitgaard 2004; Willoughby, 2004). The key message here is
that the type of investments, and the channels and magnitude of their impact on output, are highly
setting-specific. The policy decision making process must therefore be embedded in the local context,
strengthening participation, ownership and ultimately, the adequacy of the means to the end.
This is not a simplistic argument for privileging social spending over growth objectives. There is often a
false dichotomy created between programmes that secure economic growth vs. human developmentenhancing public investment programmes. The implicit assumption underlying this artificial dichotomy
is that investment in economic infrastructure is growth-enhancing and therefore sustainable while social
programmes would not offer economic returns that justify them. However, research in the context of the
MDG agenda points to the positive impact of public investments that secure tangible developmental
outcomes (such as those measured by the MDG indicators) on long-term growth (Anderson, de Renzio
and Levy, 2006). While, again, the relationships and interactions at play are not yet fully understood,
there is solid and growing empirical evidence that better access to water, sanitation, health facilities,
transportation, can play a significant and direct role in lowering child mortality rates, prevalence of
malnutrition, as well as in promoting schooling and gender equality (UNDP and JICA, 2005). Further,
there is evidence of complementarities - through reciprocal positive externalities - between policies and
expenditures geared toward different developmental goals - such as health and schooling or access to
water and health (Agenor and Neanidis, 2006). The Report of the Commission for Africa (2005)
emphasizes the “failure to appreciate the important complementarities between investment in
infrastructure and social sectors [which] have also contributed to the fall in spending on infrastructure
and a lack of emphasis on it in many national poverty reduction strategies” (page 234).
It is obvious and well-known that, ceteris paribus, improving a child’s health improves its class
attendance and ability to learn, and that better access to water decreases infant mortality figures. A study
(Leipziger et al., 2003, page 10) surveying twenty developing countries concluded that “increasing the
poorest quintile’s access to piped water from its dismally low 3 percent level to the level of the richest
quintile at 55 percent would eliminate more than a quarter of the difference in infant mortality between
these two groups, and more than a third of the difference in child mortality”. In Morocco, road
improvements resulted in a rise of primary school enrollment from 28 to 68 percent (World Bank, 1996).
Similarly investment in electricity increased the number of Colombian children reading books in the
evening from 43 to 72 percent (Ndulu et al., 2005).
The existence of such complementarities makes a strong case, for a scaling up of multi-sectoral public
expenditure programs, given that the payback from an integrated package focusing on several
developmental goals is higher than the sum of the paybacks of its components taken separately.
A key conclusion is that a strong case exists for a wide array of setting-specific public interventions that
can positively impact growth and human development through several channels. This can stimulate
growth, both directly –through the provision of physical capital - and indirectly, through its impact on
human capital (through developmental outcomes). It can also foster human development, both directly
and through the ‘trickle-down’ effect.
What, then, would be the desirable features of a fiscal framework that supports a human development
oriented public expenditure strategy, whose results can be measured in terms of progress towards
quantifiable long-term development goals such as the MDGs?
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1.2 An Analytical Framework for Assessing Fiscal Space
In the above section we made the analytical case for a long-term fiscal framework that would better suit
the needs of the Monterrey Consensus and the critical policy question in the fiscal area for the MDGs:
the availability of sustainable and adequate resources to finance public expenditures for the MDGs.
Following the IMF, we would view a sustainable fiscal policy as one which (a) does not undermine
fiscal sustainability in the long-term and (b) that is not charity-based or relying on exogenous (and as
has been frequently pointed out) highly volatile sources of external finance such as bilateral aid,
concessional and non-concessional foreign borrowing. Such a policy requires:
•
•

An analytical framework that specifies the main features of such a long-term resource
mobilization framework (see Box 1 for an example of such a framework);
Specific indicators to assess fiscal sustainability and, if possible, suggest fiscal rules that could
be deployed to secure the long-term sustainability of such a framework.

There are two major differences in designing an analytical framework for long-term fiscal policy as
opposed for short-term. The first is that of long-term endogeneity. In the short run the different
instruments used to create fiscal space do not depend on the object of their spending to assess whether
they are sustainable. This is apparent in the case of efficiency gains and aid. Misspent aid will not make
a fiscal strategy less sustainable in the short run, and the potential Dutch Disease associated with an
expansion in ODA will not be radically tempered or enhanced depending on whether the aid is spent on
guns or butter.6 In particular the case for domestic borrowing becomes more or less persuasive in the
long term the greater the development payback from such borrowing. Similarly, long-term sustainability
would ultimately require reduced reliance on the main exogenous source of fiscal space – foreign aid.
For this reason UNDP and IMF work on this issue (Gupta, Powell and Yang, 2006; Roy and Heuty,
2005, Roy, Heuty and Letouzé, 2006) has highlighted the value of developing a strategy for exit from
aid – for reasons of assessing fiscal sustainability if not for deeper political economy reasons – as a
complement to strategies that propose achieving the MDGs through scaling up public investments.
A second important difference arises when one asks the following questions: Will Brazil and Ethiopia be
spending on the same things to secure the MDGs? Will the same fiscal instruments be used? Different
development situations will require different kinds of spending – in fact, different weights placed on the
functions of public finance – to secure the MDGs.
For both these reasons, it is operationally important to ask the question: fiscal space for what?
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Though it would if spent on tradable vs. non tradable but that is not immediately pertinent in this context.
5

Box 1. The Fiscal Space Diamond
A useful operational device to explain what such an analytical framework would look like is the fiscal space diamond. This
representation of fiscal space builds on the fiscal space diamond presented by the Development Committee (2006). The
objective of the diamond is to address the questions that arise when policy makers wish to know: What are the macro fiscal
possibilities to raise fiscal space to achieve intended policy goals? Such diagnostic of fiscal space needs to be highly country
specific to have operational relevance.
The fiscal space diamond has four ‘pillars’ that collectively constitute the universe of avenues to secure fiscal space. The
diamond is created by putting the four pillars together in Cartesian space, with the area of the diamond representing the
aggregate fiscal space available in the country. The diamond does not include seignorage which is not commonly considered
to be a desirable option. Governments can create fiscal space through the following types of fiscal instruments:
1) Official Development Assistance (ODA) through aid and debt relief
2) Domestic revenue mobilization through improved tax administration or tax policy reforms
3) Deficit financing through domestic and external borrowing
4) Reprioritization and raising efficiency of expenditures
The diamond is constructed by (a) mapping the four pillars, one on each axis, with the total resources available under each
head representing a point on the axis; (b) joining the points. It is of course possible to design different variations of this
generic diamond. For example if one were to calculate the grant element of a concessional loan then that part of the loan
could be put under the aid pillar with the balance under the loan pillar. The diamond can be constructed in incremental or
absolute terms.
There are many different situations in which the diamond can be used as an operational tool, depending on the policy
assumptions. In the short run for example, expenditure switching policies and tax policy measures to increase revenue would
be of limited value compared to measures that make public expenditures more Pareto-efficient (for example productivity
gains) and tax administration reform measures. Conversely in the long-term the latter measures are unlikely to have as great a
magnitudinal significance compared with the former.
1. Official Development
Assistance (% of GDP)

4. Reprioritization
& Efficiency of
Expenditures
(% of GDP)

2. Domestic Revenues
Mobilization (% of GDP)

3. Deficit Financing
(% of GDP)
It is therefore essential to define precisely the policy assumptions underlying the diamond, the time frame within which the
different measures take effect and whether the policy actions that could be taken to tap into a source of fiscal space are
endogenous or exogenous to domestic policy making. In annex 2 we present a detailed example of such a diagnostic. In
summary there are five steps to its construction:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Identify macroeconomic context and human development issues
Identify short and long-term fiscal challenges
Identify whether challenges exogenous or endogenous in short-term
Build diamond
Present overall analytical framework
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2. Fiscal Space for what?
The capital accumulation process generated by the Marshall Plan, officially known as the European
Recovery Programme (ERP) offers a compelling example of respective importance of the dynamics
between external assistance and domestic resource mobilization. The Marshall Plan dispensed over $13
billion dollars between 1948 and 1952 to Western European countries constituted as the Organization
for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC). Over 80 percent of this aid was in form of grants. France
was the second largest beneficiary of Marshall Aid and the largest recipient if indirect aid in the form of
drawing rights is included (Lynch, 1997). Marshall Aid made its most important contribution to French
reconstruction supporting modernization of the French steel industry.
Aid from the United States played an important role in increasing Europe’s supply of funds for
investment. Marshall Aid supplemented domestic sources of investment finance, as European incomes
and domestic savings collapsed following the war. Table 1 underscores the progressive rise in savings in
France and the United Kingdom which gradually replaced aid financing received during the first years
of the Marshall Plan.
In France, the savings rate grew from 19 percent between 1948-1951 to 27 percent between 1952 and
1960. The scaling up in public investment for infrastructure was financed through short-term mortgages
and loans on promissory notes to credits for industries. Eichengreen (1995) emphasize the catalytic role
of the Marshall Plan role in rebuilding and modernizing European economies and fostering capital
accumulation.
Table 1: Savings in France and United Kingdom 1946-1960
1946-1951
1948-1951
1952-1960
France
n.a
19
27
UK
9
13
16
Note: Savings are calculated as the sum of investment and the current account surplus
Source: Barry Eichengreen, (1995)

The history of economic reconstruction in Europe after World War II raises critical issues for financing
development in poor countries to achieve the MDGs. The present international context does not
realistically allow for the possibility of replicating a Marshall Plan for developing countries. However
the successful transition from reliance on aid to domestic resource mobilization underscores the
fundamental importance of generating and mobilizing savings over the long term to achieve sustainable
development. European countries’ experience also underscores the importance of the instruments and
use of fiscal space, which is critical to successful capital accumulation in developing countries. Thailand
offers a more recent example of successful development transformation (Box 2).
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Box 2. The Case of Thailand’s Developmental Transformation
Thailand offers a more recent example of how fiscal policy contributed to a sustained process of a capital accumulation that
has enabled the country to access an upper middle-income status in a few decades.
Thailand’s development progress has been remarkable. Between 1950 and 2000, GDP per capita increased sevenfold, while
the incidence of poverty was divided by more than five, down to 11 percent of the population. This was achieved through
high growth rates ranging between 7 and 8.5 percent on average between 1960 and the 1997 crisis7, supported by a savingsinvestment nexus that grew steadily stronger until the crisis, peaking in the early 1990s when savings and investment reached
respectively 34 percent and 40 percent of GDP, up from 11.5 percent and 13.6 percent in the 1950s. As a result, Thailand has
achieved most of its MDGs or is close to doing so.
This process has been largely domestic-driven and financed, with little contribution and influence from ODA sources.8
Recent UNDP-commissioned work (Jansen and Khannabha, 2006) provides interesting insights on how fiscal policy
contributed to and was impacted by the socioeconomic development of Thailand. The main lesson is that Thailand’s
transformation was supported by a cautious yet undisputable and well-targeted fiscal expansion. Between 1955 and 1985, the
share of government expenditures over GDP rose from 11.5 percent to 18.5 percent, to stabilize at around 16-17 percent
today.
The increase is even more pronounced than the figures suggest. “Per capita government expenditure at constant (1988)
prices increased from around 2200 baht in 1970 to around 9500 baht in 2003”. Further, an increasing share of this
incremental spending was dedicated to capital and social services expenditures, “areas which support the private sector
accumulation process and which promotes human development” (Jansen and Khannabha, 2006, page 42). Private investment
benefited from crowding-in (rather than crowding out) effects. The resulting growth provided incremental private income that
stimulated consumption and savings, whose rapid financialization was subsequently beneficial to domestic investment, while
inflation was kept at low single-digit figures.
Thus well-targeted public investment and human development-related spending have been the main drivers of the fiscal
expansion. In the long-term the government was able to implement policies that secured fiscal sustainability while supporting
a significant permanent increase in per capita public spending.

7
8

Causing GDP to double every 8 to 10 years for almost 40 years.
ODA represented 0.8 percent of GNI on average between 1960 and 2004.
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It is important in this context to distinguish between the purposes for which fiscal space is generated in
different socio-economic situations.
Table 2. Socioeconomic Indicators by Income Group
Variable
Growth rate of
GDP (%)
Growth
volatility
Infant mortality
ratio (per 1000
births)
Adult literacy
rate (%)
Population with
access to safe
drinking water
(%)
Gini coefficient
Poverty
incidence (1dollar-a-day)

Year

Low

Income levels
LowerUpperMiddle
middle
Middle

High

1990-2003

2.5

2.3

2.7

2.5

2.7

1980-2003

3.0

2.0

2.3

1.8

0.8

2003

79.8

29.8

31.4

17.8

-

2002

58

89.9

89.8

91.5

-

2002

75.7

83

82.2

90.5

99.4

2003

35.7

43.7

43.1

48.7

34.1

2003

35.5

13.1

13.9

6.8

2

Source: World Bank Indicators and UNDP

The challenges for achieving sustainable development across different income groups of developing
countries differ significantly (Table 2). The contrast between low- and middle-income countries in
poverty incidence (the proportion of people below the poverty line in low-income countries is nearly
three times as much as in middle-income countries) , health (infant mortality is twice as much important
in low -income countries) and education (literacy rate is about 90 percent in middle-income countries
against 58 percent in low-income countries) has major implications for the magnitude of fiscal space
required to achieve sustainable development in countries of respective income groups. It is also
important to stress the heterogeneity of the middle-income country group between upper middle-income,
which exhibit indicators that are close to high-income countries, and lower middle-income countries,
which still face significant chronic poverty (13.1 percent of their population is below the 1-dollar-a-day
poverty line).
Middle-income countries (MICs) include ten out of the twenty countries with the highest levels of
inequality in the World. Latin America is the most unequal region in the world, with Africa a close
second (Bouillon and Buvinic, 2003). Ferranti et al. (2004) and Easterly (2002) show that inequality has
a negative impact on long-term economic growth. Bruno et al. (1998) also show that lower initial
inequality raises the likelihood that growth will reduce poverty. Reducing inequality is critical to attack
poverty because an inclusive growth process benefits the poor in the short run. The dynamic effect of a
decrease in inequality improves the distribution in each period –i.e. it improves “initial conditions”which stimulates growth over the long run. In the absence of inclusive growth, MICs may experience
9

sharp recessions and fall back to Low Income Status because of social exclusion and inequality (Rodrik,
1999).
The incidence of poverty and the degree of inequality confront developing countries with significantly
different challenges for the design of their national development strategies. The role of fiscal policy and
the instruments for enhancing fiscal space need to respond to these two different socioeconomic
situations. The first situation (which we refer to as ‘scenario 1’ in the rest of this paper), prevalent in
most developed countries and in many upper middle-income countries, is one in which the achievement
of internationally-agreed development goals involves two objectives for fiscal policy:
(1) Managing the downsides caused by structural shocks;
(2) Addressing poverty and other development objectives that enhance economic welfare principally
by fostering the inclusivity of the development process by increasing access of the relatively
poorer sections of the population to key public goods.
In this situation, it is the stabilization and allocation roles of fiscal policy (Musgrave, 1959) that are at
the cutting edge of pro-development policy formulation. With respect to the first objective, the focus is
on designing appropriate countercyclical fiscal policies to avoid anticipated shocks and to mitigate the
impact of unanticipated adverse structural shocks (Dervis and Birdsall, 2006; Vos et al., 2007). The
second objective focuses on securing fiscal space for income transfers (such as conditional cash
transfers) and/or expanding the availability of public goods at the margin so as to improve the quality
and access to public goods (bringing down waiting lists for medical procedures in hospitals, reducing
class sizes in poorer areas, etc). This would typically require the development of expenditure switching
policies that would reorient the focus of government expenditures towards increasing access to public
goods. Fiscal space can thus be secured in this case through a combination of redistributive revenue and
expenditure policies that:
(1) increase the availability of targeted public services and income generating opportunities for the
relatively poorer sections of the population to purchase public goods and;
(2) expenditure switching policies that increase the availability and quality of public goods (with
possibly some marginal increases in public spending if there is a strong case for doing so).
When fiscal policy is focused on the stabilization, allocation and redistribution functions of public
finance then there is unlikely to be a substantial permanent increase in the size of the government in the
economy (G/GDP ratio). Equally, on the revenue side, there is unlikely to be a significant permanent
increase in the public sector borrowing requirement. Hence the issue is to find adequate fiscal space to
secure the above objectives without typically requiring structural changes in the pattern of resource
mobilization9 or a permanent increase in the size of the public sector.
The second situation (which we refer to as ‘scenario 2’ in the rest of the paper), prevalent in most lowincome countries is one in which the objective of fiscal policy is to finance a sustained, magnitudinally
significant and permanent increase in public investment to support economic growth and deliver the
basic necessities to secure a development transformation. The time horizon to achieve this
transformation is 10-20 years. In this context the growth and allocation functions of fiscal policy are at
9

This does not preclude structural changes in tax policy that impact the relative incidence of taxation. In fact such changes
may complement other pro-development policies if they improve distributional equity -though this is not a requirement for
pro-development fiscal policy.
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the cutting edge of pro-development policy formulation. This typically implies a permanent increase in
government spending in the economy (G/GDP ratio) over the long-term. The expansion of government
spending is consistent with “Wagner’s law” (Wagner, 1911), which states that government activity
increases as economies grow. The literature (Bohl, 1996; Lin, 1995; Murthy, 1993; Payne and Ewing,
1996; and Chang, 2002) confirms the positive relationship between government spending and economic
growth. Yet recent research (Akitoby et al., 2004) shows that this correlation does not necessarily imply
causality.
Where such development transformations are initially financed though ‘scaling up’ aid, it is clear that in
the second scenario the magnitude of permanent fiscal space that needs to be found to sustain the
achievements secured by an aid-financed scaling up is of a higher order than that required in the first
scenario.
Though countries at different stages of development typically face different policy challenges that
require specific fiscal instruments for enhancing fiscal space, this typology does not imply that
expenditure switching policies are not pertinent in low-income countries or that middle-income
countries ought not use public sector borrowing if there are major infrastructure gaps that cannot be
addressed by the private sector or public-private partnerships. The objective of the distinction between
poor countries requiring a scaling up of investment to address chronic poverty and middle-income
countries where inequality and shocks constitute the main constraints to sustainable development is to
establish a hierarchy of instruments to enhance fiscal space in specific development contexts. While aid,
tax policy, borrowing and expenditure policy play a critical role for enhancing fiscal space in all
countries, socio-economic disparities and the differential magnitude of the effort to achieve
internationally-agreed development goals across countries require a substantial rethinking of the
purposes of fiscal policy. Annex 1 explains the rationale for a scaling up of public investment.
3. Fiscal Space for Inclusive Growth and Risk Mitigation
3.1 Fiscal Space for Inclusive Growth
The main structural challenge to achieving long-term economic growth and sustainable human
development in upper middle-income countries is inequality and social exclusion. As poverty levels in
typical (upper) middle-income countries reflect unequal distribution of income and assets rather than
low levels of GDP, domestic resource mobilization policy can play a major role to implement social
policies and redistribution mechanisms to achieve sustainable human development, including the
MDGs.
In this context aid is unlikely to represent a significant source of fiscal space for inclusive growth.
According to OECD figures, upper middle-income countries only received 4 percent of total bilateral aid
between 2000 and 2004. Though aid flows to lower middle-income countries represent 40 percent of
total ODA10, aid volatility and concerns about its effectiveness undermine the case for ODA-financed
national development strategies in these countries (United Nations, 2007). Typically international capital
flows represent a more significant source of financing for development than ODA.
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Many countries in this category are heavily indebted and have yet to receive debt relief which would provide significant –
albeit one-time - increase in fiscal space.
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A government can enhance fiscal space for human development through more effective tax and
expenditure policy. Public revenues as a proportion of GDP averaged nearly 43 percent in developed
countries but only 28 percent in middle-income countries and 23 percent in low-income countries in
2000. The differences across income groups is due to the disparities in tax revenues which reach 38
percent of GDP in high-income countries, 25 percent in middle-income countries and 19 percent in lowincome countries (United Nations, 2007). Tax policy reform to enhance fiscal space for human
development needs to weigh the benefits of incremental financing for transfers and public goods
provision against the economic distortions of the tax. Tax policies and systems vary greatly from
country to country, reflecting different sociopolitical histories and tax-collection capacities. The
heterogeneity of tax systems and performances among upper middle-income and developed countries
require detailed assessments at the country level. The level of development, trade openness and other
structural factors determine the tax base (i.e. the tax potential a government can expect to collect).11
The structure of the tax system also plays a role in determining the progressivity of tax and transfer
policies. Progressive taxation can foster inclusive growth through redistribution. However the literature
suggests that the expenditure side of the budget –not tax policy- should be a primary redistributive tool
(Tanzi, 1998). Some studies argue that taxation is a limited tool for reducing inequalities in income
distribution because of tax evasion. Alesina (1998) finds that tax systems in Latin America did not
contribute to better distribution outcomes. A review of existing studies on tax incidence in 36 countries
(Chu et al., 2000) suggests that the redistributive effects of the taxes are not as large in developing
countries as they are in industrialized countries. The ineffectiveness of tax policy to achieve better
distribution outcomes has two policy implications: (1) tax policy does not represent a major instrument
for fostering inclusive growth; (2) a detailed analysis of the incidence of taxation is critical to minimize
the burden of incremental taxation on the poor and improve the progressivity of the tax system over the
long run.
There is considerable scope to enhance fiscal space available to government in MICs through pro-poor
expenditure switching. Yet this is not to argue that governments should simplistically earmark some
percentage of their budgets to basic social services. It is difficult to specify ex ante the size of the
potential gains from expenditure reallocation and the sectors where efficiency can be improved. Gupta et
al. (1997) demonstrate that the marginal benefits of education and health spending decrease rapidly. This
implies that governments should exercise caution before expanding government expenditure on
education and health when the initial level of spending is already high.
Increasing expenditure efficiency is often suggested as the main instrument enhancing fiscal space for
human development. Efficiency gains need to be weighed against distributive concerns. In other words
the benefit incidence –who receives benefit of government services- and expenditure incidence -how
government spending affects private incomes- are important considerations to address the policy
challenges for achieving sustainable human development in (upper) middle-income and industrialized
countries. An efficient allocation of resources implies that public spending optimizes the level of desired
welfare –i.e. it is impossible to allocate more funds to one sector without decreasing the welfare
outcomes secured in another sector. A study on the health sector in Egypt found that many local
hospitals have occupancy rates below 50 percent (Gericke, 2004). Similarly, post-Communist countries
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The tax effort of a government can be assessed by looking at the difference between the expected and the actual ratio of tax
to GDP (Chambas et al., 2006).
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have excess capacity in health care facilities and personnel that undermine the effectiveness of health
care systems (Langenbrunner, 2005).
Expenditure switching and efficiency-enhancing reforms can therefore create fiscal space through a
reallocation of resources from lower priority to higher priority (sub)sectors or through productive
efficiency gains. It is essential to carefully measure the incidence of public spending on desired
development outcomes. This assessment is critical to guide the allocation of expenditures and the budget
making process.
Inequality is a major constraint to securing human development outcomes such as the MDGs and to
fostering inclusive growth (Gottschalk, 2000). This can be done through redistributive income transfers
or by more effective targeting to improve access of poor and vulnerable groups to public goods. The
objective of this section is not to discuss the different mechanisms for targeting public spending. Gottret
and Schieber (2006) suggest for instance that well-designed conditional cash transfers have the potential
to improve human capital and health outcomes and reduce poverty in middle-income countries. Sen
(1995) points out that the development of an effective targeting system is undermined by (1) asymmetric
information between potential beneficiaries, (2) moral hazard, (3) administrative costs of the programs,
(4) stigmatization of beneficiaries and (5) concerns regarding the sustainability of the programs, as
potential beneficiaries are politically weak. These difficulties decrease as income level rises because the
poor represent a smaller portion of the population and the State has a greater capacity to manage
programs effectively. Hence targeting is an attractive policy option for enhancing fiscal space in MICs.
Expenditure switching policy and efficiency gains represent a powerful instrument to enhance fiscal
space. The potential for additional fiscal space is correlated to the development of the country for three
related reasons: (1) the scope for expenditure switching is determined by the size of the public sector,
which is correlated to the output of the country (Wagner’s Law); (2) productive inefficiency can be
addressed through long-term capacity development programs that limit low income countries’ ability to
secure fiscal space through active expenditure switching policy over the short-run and (3) addressing
political economy constraints to reforms is critical to improve income distribution that often represents a
binding constraint to sustainable development in middle-income countries. In addition detailed country
assessments of tax performance and incidence will need to identify policy reforms that will enhance
government revenue.
3.2. Countercyclical Fiscal Policy
Contributing to macroeconomic stability is one of the three objectives assigned to fiscal policy
(Musgrave, 1959). It is undisputed that macroeconomic stability has a central influence on the long-term
growth performance of the economy. However fiscal interventions to secure macroeconomic stability
have been narrowly focused on price stability and fiscal solvency. A broader definition is needed as
macroeconomic stability “is also about avoiding large swings in the economy and employment” in
countries vulnerable to shocks (Vos et al., 2007, page 4).
The stabilization function of fiscal policy plays a critical role in developing countries that tend to be
more vulnerable to exogenous shocks than high-income countries. A typical developing country is more
prone to be hit by shocks, often put in greater danger if shocks occur, and less equipped to mitigate their
consequences than high-income countries (Williamson, 2005, Braun and Di Gresia, 2003). The typical
economic structure, geographic location and patterns of integration in the international trade and
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financial systems are the most common risk factors faced by developing countries. Over the past two
decades, such risks have caused sharp variations in revenues, balance of payment shocks due to capital
volatility, and natural disasters, to mention a few. When such shocks do occur, developing countries are
also put in great danger as they potentially face severe and long-lasting consequences. Developing
countries’ ability to respond and mitigate these potentially disastrous effects is also limited by lower
technical and institutional capacities, including the absence or underdevelopment of public insurance
schemes and fiscal transfer systems.
Fiscal policy plays a central role in risk prevention and shock mitigation by smoothing economic
activity over time and reducing uncertainty. The objective of that section is not to engage in the
theoretical debate on the effectiveness of countercyclical fiscal policy for stabilization, but to discuss its
relevance and instruments in different development contexts. Developing countries do not constitute a
homogenous group but display differences - particularly between countries belonging to different
income groups. The relevance of countercyclical policies to maintain and (or) restore stability in case of
shock is not merely a positive function of a country’s overall fragility. Countercyclical fiscal policy
usefulness also depends on the severity of the shock12 and government’s capacity to respond to such
events.
Many MICs have enjoyed phases of accelerated growth in the past, but these have rarely been stable and
growth has proved to be highly volatile (Gaving and Perotti, 1997; Braun and Di Gresia, 2003; Loser,
2006). Between 1990 and 2004 the standard deviation of output growth in (selected) developing
countries as a whole was 1.10, while it was respectively of 1.79 and 1.73 for the subsets of LAC and
Middle Eastern countries (cited in Loser, 2006, page. 4), where almost half of MICs are concentrated
(World Bank data, 2005). The integration of MICs into financial markets has contributed to a
combination of high and volatile rates of growth. However capital account liberalization also exposed
them to balance of payment shocks that eventually led to major financial crises in the 1990s. During a
period of economic slowdown, capital market volatility can result in overcorrection that will increase the
severity and duration of the recession. “Hence the importance of giving these countries some room for
manoeuvre in designing and implementing countercyclical macroeconomic policies” (UNDESA, 2007,
page 26).
The pro-cyclical nature of macroeconomic policies -and social spending- in Latin America is a key
challenge for the development of the region. According to Braun and Di Gresia (2003), “political
constraints and weak institutions make saving during good times difficult”, while “limited
creditworthiness makes borrowing during recessions close to impossible” (page 3). As a result,
governments tend to increase pro-poor spending during expansions, and to contract them during
recessions, which exacerbates the effect of an economic downturn on the vulnerable segments of the
population. The weakness of automatic stabilizers such as unemployment insurance schemes results in
pro-cyclical discretionary responses (Braun and Di Gresia, 2003). According to a study by Ferranti et al.
(2000), pro-cyclical fiscal policy accounts for 15% of the excess volatility of growth in Latin America
compared to East Asia.
Changes in the terms of trade and export conditions constitute another significant source of volatility
and shocks. MICs have made significant efforts in the last two decades to open their economies to
12

For instance, an electricity shutdown due to a shortfall of fuel import is potentially more harmful in a major industrial city
than in a rural village employing traditional farming techniques.
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international trade.13 Yet, “the concentration of their exports (by markets and by products)14 and the
instability of their average prices mean that revenues from international sales fluctuate sharply” (World
Bank, 2007). This in turn affects the ability of fiscal policy to play its countercyclical role.
The absence of well functioning countercyclical mechanisms is particularly problematic in MICs in an
MDG-achievement perspective. MICs and significant segments of their populations face the danger of
downward mobility, precisely because they are not among the poorest. Among developing countries
over the 1978-2003 period, “it is the MIC group that demonstrates the greatest mobility”, while LICs
and high-income countries were less likely to change income categories. More interestingly, within
these movements, “there have been more cases of countries going down than in the other direction”
indicating that social and economic progress can be reversed dramatically in MICs (World Bank, 2007,
page 6). The relative size of the private sector in the economy –which grows as income level rises- also
calls for stability to attract and retain FDI.
A large range of instruments exist or have been proposed to reduce the variability of key
macroeconomic aggregates, most of which are more adapted to MICs than to LICs. These measures
include proposals such as safety nets, insurance schemes, social transfers -notably conditional cash
transfer programmes, employer of last resort plans (Wray, 1997; Kregel, 2006). Macro-financial
instruments can also be deployed to insure greater stability, debt management instruments, commodity
stabilization funds (such as in Chile and Colombia), a stability and social investment facility for highdebt emerging countries (Dervis and Birdsall, 2006) and other facilities including a countercyclical
financing mechanism (Loser, 2006). While vulnerability to shocks is a common characteristic of
developing countries, technical, financial, institutional and political capacity constraints often undermine
the ability of lower middle income and low income countries to design and implement countercyclical
fiscal policy effectively.
4. Fiscal Space for Scaling Up
We now turn to scenario 2, which has been the focus of much of the current debate on ‘scaling up’.
While this debate has many dimensions we focus on the question: what would be the major factors that
would inform the design of a fiscal policy for a development transformation that requires a scaling up in
public investments? We acknowledge that there are several issues to do with the sustainability of such a
scaling up. In this paper our focus is specifically on the fiscal dimensions of scaling up (see Heller et al.,
2006; Gupta, Powell and Yang, 2006).
The starting point for our analysis is the medium to long-term fiscal framework. Typically this should
reflect a government’s policy perspective on how to achieve growth and, ideally, a costed plan that
specifies a set of interventions that would need to be publicly financed to achieve the MDGs.
In the short run countries embarking on such a development transformation will immediately face a
number of challenges. Chief among these is the volatility and unpredictability of future aid flows.
Macroeconomic stability considerations may in the face of such volatility tempt the authorities to pose
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stringent limits on the amount of aid that they are willing to programme into the fiscal framework for
spending. In addition short-term financial programming will need to take account of the related
“absorption-spending”15 issues that rise when governments seek to coordinate fiscal, monetary and
exchange rate policies when seeking to implement a strategy based on scaled up aid financing.
The short-term macroeconomic challenges of scaling of aid are central issues are at the heart of the
present policy debate on financing for development (Gupta, Powell and Yang, 2006). The focus in this
paper is more on the long-term implications of scaling up investment to achieve the MDGs. In this
context, there are two important issues:
(1) The above short-term considerations point to the fact that no financing strategy that envisions
financing MDG-related interventions based on scaled-up aid flows in perpetuity is sustainable.
(2) In the long-term fiscal sustainability will therefore depend critically on the extent to which a
country’s macroeconomic condition will allow it to define a credible ‘exit’ strategy from aid-financed
fiscal spending on the development transition. This implies that a fiscal strategy that defines the path for
such an exit is a necessary condition for the fiscal sustainability of a long-term financing strategy to
secure a development transformation.
A recent report by the Independent Evaluation Office (IEO) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF,
2007) makes the case for a rather different policy approach to the short-term sustainability challenges
than has hitherto been the case.16 It suggests that some of IMF programs with low-income countries may
be unduly restricting the spending of additional aid. But the results vary a lot from country to country.
According to the IEO, at the margin an IMF program targets only 27 cents of each additional dollar of
aid for use towards higher public expenditures (i.e. a fiscal expansion). The rest is supposed to go to
building up external reserves or paying down domestic debt.
The findings of the IEO Report are even more striking when this overall result is disaggregated
according to countries' initial conditions. It turns out that what the IMF recommends for the use of
additional aid depends critically on a country's initial conditions:
1.

If external reserves are low (less than 2 ! months of imports), virtually all aid is programmed to
be saved in the form of higher reserves;

2.

If reserves are above this level, but domestic macro conditions fail a very high test of stability-which the IEO proxies by a low inflation rate--the vast bulk of extra aid (85 cents of each dollar
dollar) is channeled to reducing domestic debt;
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The distinction between the “absorption and spending” of aid refers to the use of the foreign exchange received and its
utilization in the real economy. When official aid is transferred to an economy the foreign exchange accrues in the first
instance to central bank reserves, while the recipient government is credited with the counterpart value in domestic currency.
Gupta et al. (2006) defined absorption and spending as follows:
• Absorption is defined as a widening of the current account deficit (excluding aid), with increased imports financed
by more aid, or possibly reduced exports as a result of higher domestic demand. Absorption depends on both
domestic demand management and exchange rate policy.
• Spending is defined as a widening of the fiscal deficit (excluding aid) due to additional aid, as a result of higher
government expenditures or lowered taxation.
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We are only quoting this report to illustrate the problem, not to argue that the IMF restrictions are the only (or even the
principle) factor causing volatility and unpredictability.
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3.

Only if reserves are high and domestic macro conditions are highly "stable" is most additional
aid programmed for higher fiscal spending.

Goldsbrough (2007) argues that the share allocated to reserves should depend on how long the higher
aid flows are expected to last. He also points out that the exact linkages between domestic debt reduction
and macro-objectives such as economic growth are opaque and highly country-dependent. It is
impossible to say what the appropriate tradeoff is without some analysis of how effective additional
public spending would be -which in most cases has not been done. In other words, short-term targeting
of prudential indicators such as domestic debt GDP ratios to restrain government spending tends to
result in under utilization of aid resources. This underestimates the real returns from additional public
spending.
The case for analyzing the impact of additional public spending on outcome variables (growth and
human development) is of course all the more compelling in the long-term. When a country embarks on
a development transformation that is marked by (a) clearly identifiable development outcomes such as
those embodied by the MDGs, (b) an agreed set of interventions that collectively can assure the
achievement of these outcomes, if adequately financed and (c) a widespread acknowledgement that aid
financed public expenditures would be required to secure the development transformation then what
would be the desirable features of a fiscal framework that supports such a development transformation?
4.1 The Fiscal Space Conjecture
An important difference in the long run is of course that the impact of public expenditures on desired
outputs such as growth and capital accumulation is endogenous. If this endogenous impact is positive
then, ceteris paribus, short-term negative impacts on indicators of macroeconomic stability will need to
be managed rather than avoided as long as indicators show that the long run impact of such an
expansion is positive. In other words, the desirability of the fiscal expansion must be assessed by
weighing the costs of short run instability against the expected long-term benefits.
Why is this not done, typically, and what is the reason that, as pointed out by Goldsbrough and others,
current fiscal frameworks tend to under estimate the returns from well-targeted publicly-financed
interventions to secure tangible development outcomes such as the MDGs, despite there being
considerable evidence to the contrary? In a separate paper (Roy et al., 2006) we have shown that an
important reason for this is what we term the ‘fiscal space conjecture’.
This problem can be defined as follows:
The outputs from a given set of public investments are public goods. Different public goods vary in the
intensity to which they display public good characteristics.
The public finance literature identifies the characteristics of a public good 17 as:
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goods, ‘quasi’ public goods, etc… since no universally accepted technical lexicon exists. For our purposes ‘public good
characteristics’ suffices. We make the simplifying assumption, that the characteristics are additively separable. We also
assume that all goods can be ordinally ranked as possessing higher or lower observable public good characteristics.
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•
•
•

Non rival consumption;
Non excludability;
Jointness in supply.

Our conjecture then is:
For any public investment programme18, the more the public good characteristics of the public
investment outputs, the less the precision19 and predictability20 of the fiduciary payback
calculation. The less the public good characteristics, the more the precision and predictability of
the fiduciary payback calculation.
And:
For any public investment programme the more the public good characteristics of the public
investment outputs, the more the precision and predictability of the development payback
calculation. The less the public good characteristics, the less the precision and predictability of the
development payback calculation.
The existence and magnitude of public good characteristics affect the two paybacks differently for three
principal reasons:
(1) Jointness in supply and non rivalry in consumption make it difficult to assign unit costs and benefits
to individual agent recipients. As a result proxies have to be used to calculate prices and returns.
(2) Non excludability makes individual price calculation or market-based revenue earmarking
problematic.
(3) The fiduciary returns from public investments with strong public good characteristics are dependent
on the second order impacts on revenue and expenditure.
The above jointly reduce the precision and predictability of calculations of the expected direct fiduciary
return of a public investment with strong public good characteristics. They do not however affect the
precision and predictability of the calculation of the expected development payback. Conversely, the
impact of public investments with weak public good characteristics on developmental outcomes tends
to be second order in nature, reducing the precision and predictability of the calculation of the expected
development payback.
The following example will illustrate the difference between fiduciary payback and development
payback.
Consider two public investment programmes:
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A note of caution here is in order. There are some public goods where the desired outcomes cannot be quantified. The
conjecture would not hold for these examples include an improved security environment, better foreign relations and greater
religious freedom. Such outcomes would need to be proxied by specific quantifiable indicators (lower crime, fewer violent
conflicts because of religion, etc...).
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By precision we mean the degree of expected error in ex ante calculations of payback.
20
By predictability we mean the degree of observed error in ex post payback outcomes.
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(1)
(2)

A programme of public investments to increase the capacity of the country’s airports;
A programme of public investments to reduce infant mortality.

Both programmes have quantifiable indicators. In the first case, the fiduciary payback from successful
completion of the public investment programme is clearly calculable. The returns from the capacity
expansion is determinable over time by projecting demand and supply estimates and the marginal
returns based on the impact of the enhanced capacity expansion (given projected demand) on price. In
fiduciary terms the public sector returns have a clear impact on the fiscal deficit by enhancing revenue.
The development payback is not so clear. The same problems that render the empirical investigations
into the relation between public investment and growth inconclusive (discussed in section 1.1) make
forecasts of the positive impact of the public investment on development variables – growth,
employment, etc… - problematic (for simplicity we are ignoring negative externalities in all cases). In
this circumstance one can be more confident of the predictability and precision of the fiduciary calculus
than of the development calculus.
In the case of the infant mortality programme the story is reversed. Medical and public health expertise
can identify which interventions would be necessary (schools, hospitals, doctors, drugs, teachers) to
ensure that a given public investment programme would reduce infant mortality. ‘Needs assessments’
(Millennium Project, 2005) exercises and MDG-based simulation models like the World Bank’s
‘Maquette for MDG simulation’ (Lofgren and Diaz-Bonilla, 2005) can specify the sequencing and time
frame for such exercises.21 As long as the exercises are credible and comprehensive one can be
reasonably confident of the development payback i.e. a reduction in infant mortality by a specified
timeframe.
The fiduciary payback is more difficult to calculate. There is no stream of direct financial return
flowing from this programme. Any returns would come through positive impacts on revenue and GDP
and would affect the fiscal deficit through those channels. Perhaps a more healthy population in the
long run will also generate expenditure savings on the health budget. But it is clear that the
predictability and precision of fiduciary payback forecasts will be poorer than those for the
development payback in this case.22
This simple example illustrates and explains our fiscal space conjecture. It also explains why, despite
the political acknowledgement of the human development agenda and the specification of quantifiable
development goals, there continues to be a tension between the need to secure (fiduciary and
developmental outcomes). Typically, policymakers resolve the issue by making one payback
(development) contingent upon satisfactory achievement of the other (fiduciary), with the outcome that,
21

A ‘needs assessment’ compares a country’s current situation with MDG targets and identifies the combination of public
investments that would enable the country to achieve the MDGs by 2015. This needs assessment should identify the
particular barriers that prevent faster economic development and greater progress towards poverty reduction, and establish a
set of specific interventions that to address and remove these obstacles. A needs assessment thus provides a methodology for
identifying key interventions that require a significant scaling up through 2015 to achieve the MDGs. See Millennium
Project (2005) Page 51 and Chapter 13. The Millennium project has applied its approach in Bangladesh, Cambodia,
Dominican Republic, Ghana, Kenya, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Uganda and Yemen. The World Bank ‘maquette’ has been applied
in Ethiopia, Nicaragua and Peru.
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Note that both cases are ceteris paribus. Poor implementation, absorptive capacity constraints etc would have negative
impacts on predictability and precision, but there is no reason to believe that such negative impacts would be dependent upon
the public good characteristics of the public investment output.
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as pointed out by Goldsbrough and others, the real returns from public investments tend to be underestimated. Conversely, proposals for long-term MDG-based national development strategies that
provide a clear rationale for achieving the developmental outcomes quantified by the MDG indicators
are faulted for being vague and imprecise on exactly how such ambitious scaled up plans could be
implemented without adversely affecting the sustainability and solvency of the fisc. It is difficult to
offer a ready made solution in the face of this diagnosis. What we shall attempt to do below is set out a
‘roadmap’ of the principal issues on which attention needs to be focused to bring about a satisfactory
resolution.
First, it should be noted that the fiscal space conjecture does not deny the possibility that a harmonious
solution exists in which fiscal paybacks and development paybacks are simultaneously secured. Indeed
the contemporary history of successful development is precisely about simultaneously securing such
paybacks. The fiduciary returns to improved economic development for China, Vietnam, Malaysia, and
South Korea can, in hindsight, be judged to have been perfectly compatible with the impressive strides
in poverty reduction made by these countries. UNDP-commissioned research also demonstrates how the
fiscal space conjecture was managed (if not entirely resolved) in Thailand (Jansen and Khannabha,
2006).
Second, it should be clear that as far as technical work on fiscal affairs goes, there have been very few
systematic attempts to calculate the development payback of a scaled up public investment programme.
This is so not because such a payback is difficult to calculate; rather, we feel this is due to a
paradigmatic dogmatism regarding the role of public finance, that keeps it confined to a policy arena
where the fiscal function is viewed as being essentially prudential in nature.23 The caricature of the
development-oriented health minister or the dynamic energy of an infrastructure minister pitted against
the conservative prudential finance bureaucracy captures this almost cultural dogmatism among and
about ‘people of the fisc’. This will clearly have to change if progress is to be made.
It is in the above context that the argument that exit from aid is, in fact, a necessary condition to define
a sustainable fiscal strategy becomes relevant. Sachs et al. (2004) argue that the returns from
investments in basic human capabilities (as embodied by the MDGs) are sufficiently high to justify very
large increases in flows of development assistance. However the implicit assumption behind this
argument is that there exist multiple fiscal equilibria24, one in which the economy can be in a low
revenue-low investment setting and another in which the economy can be in a high revenue-high
investment setting. Foreign aid helps the economy transition between these two equilibria but the new
situation can only be sustained through access to alternative sources of finance – in other words through
an increase in the other three quadrants of the diamond (see Figure 1 below).
23

We recognize that development is a risky business with potentially serious prudential and fiduciary consequences when
things go wrong, as they all too often do. The fact that it is possible to achieve the MDGs by 2015 should donors make good
on their ODA commitments is in itself not a cause for celebration. Structural shocks, volatile financing for a scaled-up public
investment programme, and even natural disasters and political conflicts can detract from expected results. These risks and
uncertainties have direct and tangible fiduciary impacts which can be of a magnitude that would threaten or even reverse
achievements on the MDG front. Such shocks and volatilities – more generally, a combination of random events due to
uncertainty that, collectively, have a negative structural impact on macro-fiscal fundamentals, such as the debt stock - can,
over time, seriously reduce the capacity of a country to engage in structural transformation to achieve development results of
the type called for by the MDGs. It is therefore important not to assume these away and to devise instruments to mitigate
their impact.
24
The alternative assumption is of course that aid will be required in perpetuity to allow countries to stay permanently above
a single permanent equilibrium an assumption we reject as unrealistically imperial to hold water.
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Figure 1. “Scenario 2 Country” – Exit from Aid and Scaling Up

For this reason, this paper argues -with Gupta et al. (2006) - that a strategy of exit from aid – or a
strategy that plans for significantly diminished reliance on aid – is a necessary operational condition to
defining a sustainable fiscal path for an aid financed development transformation, underpinned by a
long-term MDG-based national development strategy.
The above should not simplistically be interpreted to mean that aid-financed strategies need to be
replaced by revenue financed strategies. In a paper elsewhere we argue (Roy and Heuty, 2005) that
while the theoretical conclusions of poverty trap models demonstrate how capital scarcity can lead to
underdevelopment, it is ultimately the impact of an ODA-led strategy on the domestic capital
accumulation process that will determine the success of MDG-based national development strategies.
We argue that ultimately there will need to be a transition to reliance on domestic resources to finance
sustained expenditure on interventions needed to maintain the development transformation secured by
the initial ODA financed rise in G/GDP ratios. We are not arguing that such a transition will happen
within the same horizon as that in which the development transformation is sought to be secured – many
countries that make significant progress towards the MDGs by 2015 will continue to require ODA to
finance both capital and current expenditures to sustain their achievements. However, fiscal stability
would require a quantification of the extent to which (and the time frame in which) consumption
expenditures would be increasingly financed through domestic revenues while investment needs would
be increasingly met through a combination of (mainly) domestic and (some) international borrowing.
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4.2 Fiscal Rules and Indicators for the Long-term
Having therefore identified the broad dimensions of a long-term fiscal framework within which to
underpin a development transformation such as that implied by an MDG-based national development
strategy we proceed in this section to outline possible rules and indicators that would help operationalize
such a long-term fiscal framework.
Economic theory establishes that, ex post, Investment equals savings:
I!S
In the context of economic development, the investment-savings identity has traditionally been
interpreted as an important constraint for securing development finance. This has often resulted in an
emphasis on short-term macroeconomic stability at the expense of investment and long-term economic
growth (Development Committee 2006, 2007 and Roy et al. 2006).
A dynamic approach to savings and investment provides a powerful understanding of the accumulation
process underpinning economic growth and has major implications for economic policy making in lowincome countries. An inter-temporal approach to investment-savings dynamics needs to address the
following analytical challenge to explain how equilibrium is achieved: What channels link investment to
human development outcomes including (1) economic growth and (2) the MDGs.
The inter-temporal investment-savings entity can be written as:
"It ! " St v t = 0,1,2,,,,,t-1, t
This allows for savings-investment imbalances to exist temporarily but closure to occur over the time
period t. Alternatively this can be expressed as d(S) =d(I) for all t such that the above holds. Let S= (YC) +A i.e. there are no foreign capital inflows but there is foreign aid (A). C is total consumption (of
domestic and foreign goods and services).
Now consider an expansion in foreign aid, entirely in grant form each year commencing in year t of
amount A for (t-1) years. Assume the aid is absorbed and spent. In such a case d(S) = A = d(I) for each
time period 1,2,,,t-1.
At time t there is no aid. In such a case clearly either d(I) must adjust downwards or something must
happen to d(S).
Given our assumption of no foreign capital inflows -d(A) at time period t must be matched equally by a
countervailing increase in d(Y-C) i.e. there must either be GDP growth or reduced consumption to
sustain investment levels.
This is intuitively the case for saying that an important determinant of the fiscal sustainability of an aidfinanced strategy is the savings rate when there is exit from aid. And if reduced consumption is not
desirable then there needs to be growth in GDP (dY/Y) to that, inter alia generates an increase in
savings that is sufficient to substitute for the aid financing. The net result – higher levels of production
and consumption as well as higher rates of saving and investment relative to GDP collectively constitute
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a higher order process of capital accumulation at time t than was the case at time period 0. The
alternative scenario is simply a reversion to the capital accumulation process that existed at time 0.
Allowing for foreign capital inflows merely broadens the argument but does not change it from a macro
fiscal perspective (there are important implications from a balance of payments perspective, outside the
scope of this paper). It should be clear from the above that at time period t capital inflows would need to
be higher, ceteris paribus than domestic inflows to substitute for the increase in aid at time t. This would
have the same end-result – a higher order capital accumulation process if the policy to attract capital
succeeded and the reverse if it failed.
From the fiscal perspective the above is of direct interest especially when the ‘I’ referred to above is
public investment. Assuming a fiscal rule that requires that the current deficit is zero, and, as a
simplifying assumption, zero government saving, the aid-financed scaling up in public investment would
need to be replaced over time through recourse to either domestic or foreign borrowing25. The decision
on which path to take would be country-specific but domestic borrowing at reasonable interest rates
have the great merit of not detracting from a country’s GDP -though there are important implications for
the distribution of GDP (Lerner, 1948). The point above is that if for this or some other reason, the
policy choice is to finance the exit from aid domestically then it is a requirement that d(S) increase to
allow this to happen at time t. For this to occur without negative effects on consumption, a higher order
capital accumulation process would be required.
The examples of the Marshall Plan in France and the United Kingdom and Thailand’s recent experience
discussed in section 2 empirically show the role of capital accumulation in the development process.
For all these reasons therefore the projected savings/GDP ratio is an important indicator of the
sustainability of an aid financed development strategy. It is important to emphasize here that this ratio
would serve as an indicator and not an objective of fiscal policy. There is a vast body of theoretical and
empirical research on the savings growth relationship, and the position that policymakers wish to adopt
on that debate would determine whether or not an increased savings rate is a desirable policy objective.
The point we are making here is simply that the future projected rate of savings would provide an
indicator as to the extent to which aid-financed capital expenditures could, in the future be financed, to
scale, using domestic resources. Such an indicator would allow us to asses the feasibility of using a
“golden rule” for a long-term fiscal framework, i.e. that domestic borrowing be used exclusively to
finance capital investments.
Second, what these investments are matters critically for fiscal sustainability, it is also important to
specify further norms or rules on which investments should be financed. As we argued in section 1,
existing indicators ignore – or lead to fiscal strategies that underestimate Goldsbrough (2007) - the
positive endogenous outcomes of public spending. But for this to be so, we must first be satisfied that
the objects of government spending are those that are likely to lead to such positive endogenous
outcomes, as the development transformation begins to take space. The most obvious case for being so
convinced is when a credible plan to achieve a set of quantifiable development outcomes – such as the
MDGs – exists, and is operationalized by identifying a critical set of interventions that collectively
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There are, of course important balance of payments implications of foreign (including concessional borrowing). That
impact on debt sustainability. We acknowledge this constraint but treat it as exogenous within the scope of this paper
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would secure such outcomes, and makes it both necessary and fiscally prudent to adequately calculate
the development, as opposed to fiduciary, payback from enhanced fiscal space in the long-term.
A study by Rodriguez and Moreno (2006) of the sustainability of fiscal expansions in 109 economies
finds in this context that the sustainability of fiscal expansions depends on the type of expenditures. If
the development payback is sufficiently high, then deficit financed public investments are compatible
with fiscal sustainability and an expanded G/GDP ratio. In this context the authors find that (a)
democracy and (b) education expenditures tend to have more sustainable fiscal expansions with defense
spending having a negative effect on the sustainability. Clearly therefore the sustainability of a fiscal
expansion is critically dependent on the purposes for which the expansion is undertaken. As Rodriguez
and Moreno (2006) have shown empirically it is critical from the perspective of fiscal sustainability (not
just welfare maximization) whether such investments happen in defense spending or education, for
instance.
A corollary to the above argument is that norms and/or rules within the long-term fiscal framework that
specified the type of financing would not encourage privileging infrastructure investments over other
investments by excluding them from any fiscal sustainability calculus (see section 1.1 for a detailed
discussion). Instead we would argue that the case for a fiscal expansion would depend on the total
package of investments in interventions that can be demonstrated to bring development payback
(precisely and predictably as defined earlier) measured by assessing the quantitative progress made as a
result of such interventions to secure a set of development outcomes such as the MDGs.
While these rules and indicators provide guidelines for fiscal space for securing capital spending
required for a development transformation, what about current (recurrent) spending? 26
Most budgets classify current and capital expenditures separately. However the fiscal deficit does not
make this distinction, being defined as the difference between current revenues and current and capital
expenditures.27 A fiscal rule that recognizes the distinction between current and capital expenditure line
items in the budget will ensure that fiscal restraint does not discourage growth in the aggregate public
capital stock (the corresponding on-budget flow variable being gross public sector capital formation). On
this count, the current budget deficit/surplus would be a logical indicator to choose.
We therefore argue that a zero current deficit rule is an important long-term policy target for fiscal
responsibility in a long-term fiscal framework. While some allowances may be made for negative
current deficits during a development transformation, with external grant financing making up the
shortfall, the long-term fiscal framework must plan for all such expenditures to be financed entirely out
of current revenues. This is a non-negotiable requirement for a prudent long-term fiscal policy. It is
salutary to note the importance that has been attached to securing this fiscal target by, for example, the
Finance Minister of India, even in a situation where high growth and booming current account surpluses
afford that country room to maneuver and where historic and present day current deficits do not
immediately threaten fiscal solvency.
In this context we would argue that it is important to strictly follow the present definition of what items
are treated as current (or recurrent) expenditures in the economic classification of public expenditures.
26
27

Current spending is defined per the economic classification as all government consumption expenditure.
There is of course the issue what which expenditures fall under each category, a point we take up later in this section.
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Again it is necessary to emphasize this point because of the confusion between the definition of current
expenditure as used in the economic classification and the argument that public expenditures that output
“constructed by the public sector that provide longer-term benefits to society over time” (Mintz and
Smart, 2006) should be treated as capital expenditures. For example health services use labor – doctors
and nurses - and buildings – hospital, dispensaries - to produce health services. The joint output, health
services, yields returns in the future through higher income paid to a healthier workforce. Why then
shouldn’t public expenditures on teachers or nurses’ salaries be treated as capital expenditures given that
they yield returns in the future?
There are two reasons for not doing this:
•
•

The exhaustion principle: The services provided by teachers and health workers are
‘exhausted’ or fully delivered when their job is done (teaching children, treating patients).
The recurrent financing need principle: The services do not on their own create future human
capital which is created through a combination of capital inputs (like hospitals) to which we
apply current inputs (like doctors and nurses) on a continuous and recurrent basis - which is why
current expenditures are sometimes referred to as recurrent expenditures.

Jointly when these principles are applied then it means that those inputs that would require current (or
recurrent) financing to produce the same output (health services) should be treated as current
expenditures. It is for this reason that depreciation is also treated as recurrent expenditures. There are
accounting alternatives to secure predictable funding for such expenditures that can be implemented if
that is the wish of policy makers. For example, a trust fund whose income would pay teachers salaries
could be created, whereby the income from the fund would pay the salaries even while the corpus of the
fund could, in principle, be accounted for as capital spending. But this would not allow expenditure
items that are classified as current expenditures to be excluded from such classification.
Such a rule has the added merit of acting as an automatic stabilizer on domestic borrowing, when
supplemented by rigorous procedures that require the recurrent consequences of capital expenditure
(RCCE) to be calculated and accounted for in budget estimates as a prior condition for clearing capital
expenditure proposals.28
Thus the above rules and indicators would provide the long-term complement to short-term assessments
of fiscal solvency and sustainability replacing the fiscal deficit as the summary indicator of fiscal
prudence with a –more stringent – zero current deficit rules liberates space for exit from aid to a degree
consistent with the availability of future domestic resources, as signaled by the forecasted savings GDP
ratio. The macroeconomic analysis that informed the design of such a fiscal framework would therefore
need to specify the future impact of the development transformation on the revenue base and the savings
rate to enable fiscal policy makers to assess the extent to which scaling up plans were sustainable in the
long-term. In the long-term the sustainability would be contingent on the availability of domestic fiscal
space to finance governments current and capital expenditures and would be operationalized using fiscal
rules that would be very different from those used to assess short-term sustainability and solvency. They
would not contradict the short-term rules – in the short run it would remain important whether shortterm government fiscal solvency, Dutch Disease effects, absorption-spending issues, etc…were being
managed or not. However it would remove a major policy impediment to assessing the sustainability of
scaling up from a long-term perspective – the use of short-term rules and analytical frameworks to
28

It is important to make annual revisions of the RCCE which is subject to significant changes overtime.
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assess the long-term availability of fiscal space with the consequent underestimation of the real economy
payback from a well designed and implemented strategy to secure development transformations such as
those implied by the MDGs.
Conclusion
The Millennium Declaration posed a challenge to the development policy community – to change the
lives of the world’s poor and vulnerable through a global partnership that would collectively implement
a development transformation necessary for this purpose. The MDGs presented a concrete set of time
bound development targets to secure this transformation, with the Monterrey consensus reaffirming the
global commitment to securing and deploying resources for this purpose. In this paper we have argue
that securing such a development transformation while assuring fiscal sustainability makes the answer to
the question of “fiscal space for what” necessary to address the question “is fiscal space sustainable”?
For this reason we have moved away in this paper from an accounting and incremental definition of
fiscal space towards a policy oriented definition.
Following the IMF, we view a sustainable fiscal policy as one which (a) does not undermine fiscal
sustainability in the long-term by jeopardizing the long-term fiduciary sustainability of the fisc and (b)
that is not charity-based or relying on exogenous highly volatile sources of external finance. We
illustrate the endogeneity of the question “fiscal space for what” by illustrating the different implications
in two quite common development scenarios. Both scenarios have a common development objective - to
secure financing for interventions that are targeted to secure a specific set of development objectives,
such as the MDGs. The first scenario is one in which the achievement of internationally-agreed
development goals involves a strategy for inclusive growth. Here the focus is on reducing income
inequalities and increasing the access of the poor and vulnerable to public goods through a combination
of efficiency improvements and expenditure switching policies, and protecting the development process
from structural shocks through active, countercyclical fiscal policies. In this situation, it is the
stabilization and allocation roles of fiscal policy that are at the cutting-edge of pro-development policy
formulation. The second scenario is one in which the objective of fiscal policy is to finance a permanent
increase in public investment to secure the same internationally agreed development goals. In this
context the growth and allocation functions of fiscal policy are at the cutting edge of pro-development
policy formulation.
In the short run countries embarking on development transformations of the type implied in Scenario 2,
face a number of challenges, including aid volatility, Dutch disease effects and fiscal monetary and
exchange rate policy coordination to manage “absorption-spending” issues. However, the negative
consequences of these effects on short-term stability need to be managed to mitigate their impact on
public financing of interventions to secure the development transformation, rather than considered as
binding constraints on securing the financing available for such transformations. In other words, the
desirability of the fiscal expansion must be assessed by weighing the costs of short run instability against
the expected long-term benefits. Further in countries where the scaling up is initially financed by ODA,
a strategy to exit from aid becomes operationally necessary to secure long-term fiscal sustainability.
Existing analytical frameworks are of limited use in this context and there continues to be a tension
between the need to secure fiduciary and developmental outcomes. Typically, policymakers resolve the
issue by making one payback (development) contingent upon satisfactory achievement of the other
(fiduciary), with the outcome that, the real returns from public investments tend to be underestimated. It
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is therefore necessary to define better long-term indicators and in this context we propose three types of
indicators:
(1) The future projected rate of savings would serve as an indicator (but not necessarily a policy
objective) of the extent to which aid financed capital expenditures could, in the future be financed using
domestic resources. Such an indicator would allow us to asses the feasibility of using a “golden rule” for
a long-term fiscal framework.
(2) It is also important to specify further norms or rules on which investments should be financed. A
‘needs assessment’ exercise helps specify such investments.
(3) A fiscal rule that recognizes the distinction between current and capital expenditure line items in the
budget will ensure that fiscal restraint does not discourage growth in the aggregate public capital stock
(the corresponding on-budget flow variable being gross public sector capital formation). For a long-term
fiscal framework we argue that a zero current deficit rule be an important long-term policy target for
fiscal responsibility. On this count, the current budget deficit/surplus would be a logical indicator to
choose. Targeting a zero current deficit would also act as an automatic stabilizer on borrowing for
investment thereby reinforcing the golden rule. Allowances would need to be made for temporary
deviations from this rule but a non negotiable requirement for a prudent long-term fiscal policy is that
such a rule be enforced across the time horizon of policy making such that the trend is towards a zero
fiscal deficit over the time horizon of a development strategy, with domestic revenues replacing ODA
budget support.
Our proposals are not by any means less fiscally disciplinary than those currently in use. They are of
course very different and more suited to long-term fiscal targeting for a development transformation. A
hard current budget deficit rule imposes real limits on runaway government spending and a savings
indicator imposes a stringent policy requirement – that either the economy grow sufficiently fast in the
long-term to allow the development payback to replace aid-financed scaling up, or the economy reverse
course with lower levels of private absorption to pay for the scaling up in public good provisioning
substituting for aid. There are two alternatives we do not name here. The first - a reversal on the
Millennium Declaration and a world in which human development in many countries does not rise to
meet the expectations expressed at the Millennium Summit. The second – continued reliance on volatile
unpredictable and exogenous international charity to finance development outcomes into the foreseeable
future.
A long-term fiscal framework is meant to complement – not replace - existing fiduciary assessments
focused short-term fiscal solvency and sustainability. Indeed the latter are essential prerequisite inputs
for the former. However, the absence of such instruments does not mean that an exercise where such
short-term instruments are used for want of anything better is either appropriate or desirable.
Institutionally the mandate and expertise of the chief dispenser of technical advice on fiscal affairs – the
International Monetary Fund is focused on short-term fiscal analysis and on sound public financial
management. To operationalize the long-term perspective required to meet the development financing
challenge posed by the MDGs and to respond to the Monterrey consensus it would be important to
devise an institutional arrangement in which long-term development payback assessments conducted by
United Nations development agencies inform IMF technical and surveillance work – particularly
Article IV activities - on a mandatory basis. A collaborative effort using IMF expertise on fiduciary
instruments and the UN system expertise in demonstrating the long-term human development payback
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from well-designed public investment programmes, in equal partnership with other development
partners and developing country groupings, is therefore a matter of pressing urgency.
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Annex 1. The case for a scaling up of public investment
(1) Why is the current stock of public investments inadequate to secure such a development
transformation?
The fact that public investment - and especially public infrastructure investment spending – has been
declining (as a share of GDP) in the developing world over the past two decades, and during the 80s in
particular, has been well documented. The phenomenon has affected certain countries or regions and
specific sectors more than others, but a general trend is clearly observable, with pronounced declines in
public investment spending occurring during the 1980s in particular (figure 1).
Figure 1: Public Investment in Developing Countries, 1970-2000
(as a share of GDP)

.

Source: Everhart and Sumlinski (2001). Page 2

These declines are particularly pronounced in low-income countries which embark on the development
process with a historically low stock of public and infrastructure assets. A particular example highlights
the magnitude of the problem from a development perspective even in a context where public
investment is not declining - total government spending on transportation and telecommunications in 43
developing countries increased by less than 7 percent between 1980 and 1998 (Fan and Rao, 2003)29,
corresponding to an average 0.38 percent increase per annum. At this pace, a given sub-Saharan country
29

All figures are in 1995 constant prices.
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which, in 1980, aimed at doubling the mileage of its road network would not achieve its target until the
year 2210.
Latin America has been the region most affected by declining public investment (figure 2). In Brazil, for
instance, public investment as a share of GDP fell from a 10 percent record in 1980 to 2.2 percent in
2002 (Ferreira Cavalcanti and Gonçalves do Nascimento, 2005). In Argentina and Mexico, it reached a
peak at 12 percent of GDP respectively in the late 1970s and early 1980s, to fall over both subsequent
decades – in spite of a slight and temporary increase at the end of the 1990s, to a low 2 percent in 2000
(IMF, 2004).
Similar trends are observable in East Asia, Middle East and West Africa, and sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).
In Asia as a whole, public investment over GDP decreased from 10 percent to 7 percent between 1980
and 2000, while SSA experienced a drop from 9 percent to 6 percent over the same period (figure 3).
Figure 3: Public Investment by Developing Region, 1970-2000
(as a share of GDP, weighted averages)

Source: Everhart and Sumlinski (2001). Page 2

Given the very low existing stock of infrastructure assets in sub-Saharan Africa this causes “critical
bottlenecks to economic growth, poverty reduction and reaching the MDGs” (Development Committee,
2006). The access rate to electricity in the whole continent is as low as 15 percent, while it is 9 percent
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for telecoms, 36 percent for sanitation and 64 percent for clean water, with significant differences across
countries as well as between urban and rural areas (Estache, 2005). While data is scarce and subject to
caution, there is little doubt that inadequacy and poor quality of infrastructure in Africa constitute a
significant impediment to growth and development in that region.
The lack of capital stock is also major constraint to sustainable economic growth and human
development in some middle-income countries. The drop in public spending on infrastructure has been
the most significant in Latin America where the average ratio is only 1.6 percent of GDP. The
transportation sector was particularly hit in Brazil during the 1990s, since average public investments in
roads in the 1990-1995 period amounted only to 25 percent of the levels observed in the 1970-1975
period (Ferreira Cavalcanti and Maliagros, 1998). This has resulted in significant ‘infrastructure gaps’ in
these countries, in particular when contrasted to the levels of infrastructure of the most successful East
Asian economies (Calderón, Easterly and Servén, 2003). According to the World Bank, logistics costs in
the region represent 20 percent to 30 percent of product value, in sharp contrast to an average 9 percent
for OECD countries, while the lack of adequate infrastructure services has direct detrimental effects one
the poor’s access to clean water and thus health (Development Committee, 2006).
(2) Why should securing such a development transformation require a scaling up in public
investments?
The economic rationale for a public - rather than private- scaling up of investment to achieve the MDGs
relies on three central arguments (Millennium Project, 2005):
(a) A large proportion of the investments required to achieve the MDGs and secure long-term growth –
such as education or roads- are public goods. The social returns of such investments are higher than
private returns, so that the private provision of public goods will be far from the social optimum. The
social returns to education are higher than the private returns, so that education based on public
financing is more desirable than private financing with lower education enrollment rates.
(b) The private returns to critical infrastructure investments –which could theoretically be financed by
the private sector - are too low to attract private capital.
(c) Some of the key investments to achieve the MDGs –such as primary education and public health- are
merit goods: universal access to such goods is a goal in itself.
While public financing is critical to ensure adequate provision of public and merit goods, they need not
be delivered by the public sector. In other words the central role of the government is to secure the
provision of capital and the regulatory framework. The public delivery of services is only an option for
the public sector. A range of public-private partnerships can ensure adequate provision of key social
services and infrastructure.
(3) How would a permanent rise in the G/GDP ratio be secured without a corresponding diminution
in resources available to the private sector?
The impact of the rise in public investment on private investment behavior represents a critical policy
challenge in implementing an MDG-based national development strategy.
In the 1980s and 1990s donor supported economic policy reform programmes were focused on the
‘crowding-out’ effect of public investment, i.e. the fear that public spending will negatively impact the
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private sector’s access to investment resources through increased interest rates and a non-competitive
business environment (Roy and Weeks, 2004), resulting in a decline in total investment.
Many Structural Adjustment Programs of the 80s and 90s were also underpinned by the presumption
that the private sector would compensate for the drop in public investment spending in key areas such as
infrastructure provisioning. However, recent research shows that the private sector did not compensate
for the drop in public investment as it was hoped (IMF, 2004).
The Report of the Commission for Africa (2005) concluded that the sharp reduction in infrastructure
investment “was a policy mistake founded in a new dogma of the 1980s and 1990s asserting that
infrastructure would now be financed by the private sector” (page 234).
These assumptions can no longer be taken for granted and there is in fact a compelling case to argue that
public investments to secure the MDGs would “crowd-in”, rather than “crowd-out”, private investments.
While the ultimate policy judgment on this needs to be made with the country context in mind, there is a
body of analytical and empirical evidence that supports the case for “crowding-in”. Both theoretical and
empirical evidence show limited substitution between public and private investments (Calderón,
Easterly and Servén, 2003). Roy and Weeks (2004) showed that the crowding-out hypothesis is based on
a series of assumptions that are implausible in the context of developing countries. Theoretically, the
crowding-out proposition follows from the hypothesis that financial markets are in equilibrium. If they
are not, then the existence of supply side bottlenecks and/or demand constraints greatly affects the
relevance of the crowding-out hypothesis. It is difficult to argue that such constraints do not exist in
most developing regions, which greatly weakens the strength and relevance of the crowding-out
argument, and of policies based on its premises. Recent IMF research also recognizes that “public
investment can crowd-in private investment”, which reflects “the complementarity of private investment
with some components of public investment, especially infrastructure” (Gupta, Powell and Yang, 2006
page 26-27).
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